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ABSTRACT

Before I write down the problem, if Allah talks to Prophet Musa, then Allah can talk directly to 
other humans, first I ask forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I try to open the veil that covers the 
secret about if Allah spoke with Prophet Musa, then Allah could speak directly to other humans 
from the point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that become Allah's secret unlocking tool about if Allah spoke with Moses, 
then Allah could speak directly to other humans, namely the verses:

"Say: "Whoever is the enemy of Gabriel, then Gabriel has sent him down to your heart with 
Allah's permission; confirming what was before and is a guide and good news for those who 
believe (Al Baqarah: 2: 97)

"And if We made the apostle an angel, We would certainly have made him a man and, of course, 
We would have doubted about them what they doubted about themselves." (Al An'aam: 6:9)

"And it is not possible for any human being that Allah can speak with him except by means of 
revelation or behind a veil or by sending a messenger and then it is revealed to him with His 
permission what He wills. Verily, He is Most High, Most Wise. (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

"And the apostles We did tell you about them before, and the apostles We did not tell you about 
them. And Allah has spoken to Moses directly (An Nisaa ': 4: 164)

“So when I have perfected the event and have breathed into it my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"And We put before them a wall and behind them a wall, and We covered them so that they could 
not see. (Yaasiin: 36: 9)

Allah said: "O Musa, verily I have chosen you and other humans to carry My message and to 
speak directly with Me, therefore hold fast to what I have given you and be among those who are 
grateful." (Al A'raaf: 7:144)

"O People of the Book, do not transgress in your religion, and say nothing of Allah except the 
truth. Verily, the Al Masih, Isa, the son of Maryam, is the Messenger of Allah and His words 
which He conveyed to Mary, and a spirit from Him. So believe in Allah and His messengers and 
do not say: "three", stop. Better for you. Verily Allah is the One God, Glory be to Allah from 
having children, all that is in the heavens and on earth belongs to Him. It is enough for Allah to 
be the Sustainer. (An Nisa': 4: 171)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about if Allah spoke with Musa, then Allah could speak
directly to other human beings, the author uses the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid or 
deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.



HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose the hypothesis that Allah spoke with Musa, Allah can speak directly to other humans
from the basic point of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that form a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ALLAH TALKED TO THE PROPHET MUSA AND OTHER HUMANS WEARING A VEIL

We are now trying to focus our minds to reveal the secret behind the verse: "And it is not possible for
a human being that Allah can speak with him except behind a veil... (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

Well, now the question arises

Why does Allah, when he wants to talk to humans, have to be "...behind the veil...(Asy Shuura: 42: 
51)?

The answer is in the secret behind the verse: "And We put before them a wall and behind them a wall, 
and We covered them so that they could not see. (Yaasiin: 36: 9)

Now, it is revealed now, where our eyes are blind, because “...in front of...walls and behind...walls, 
and We cover...can't see. (Yaasiin: 36: 9)

Well that means here, because our eyes can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So light rays in the electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and light in the 
electromagnetic spectrum region above 740 nanometers, are invisible to our eyes.

So "... Allah speaks with him except behind the veil... (Asy Syuura: 42: 51) meaning, "... Allah is the 
light of the sky and the earth... (An Nuur: 24: 35) is invisible to the naked eye. our eyes.

ALLAH IS ALWAYS BEHIND THE VEIL

Well, now we continue to unravel the secret behind the verse: "... Allah speaks with him except 
behind the veil... (Asy Syuura: 42: 51)

So, actually Allah is always behind the veil, due to the limited visibility of our eyes.

Our eyes can only see the light of the sun whose light is in the area of the electromagnetic spectrum 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.



BECAUSE ALLAH IS ALWAYS BEHIND THE VEIL, THEN ACTUALLY HUMANS CAN 
SPEAK DIRECTLY WITH ALLAH

So now it is revealed that actually, because we think that Allah is unseen, invisible to the eye, then 
we cannot speak directly.

When in fact, Allah is there and near to us "... I breathed into him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) "... We 
are closer to him than his jugular vein, (Qaaf: 50:16)

So if Allah spoke directly to Prophet Musa "...O Musa, I really chose you...and to talk directly to Me...
(Al A'raaf: 7:144) because Allah already exists".. behind the veil...(Ash Shuura: 42:51) and Allah has 
"...I breathed into him my spirit...(Shaad: 38:72) and Allah is "...closer to him than his jugular vein, 
(Qaaf :50:16)

Finally, the secret was revealed, that actually humans can talk directly to Allah, just as Allah spoke 
directly to the Prophet Musa.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secret behind the verse: "And it is not 
possible for a human being that Allah can speak with him except behind a veil... (Ash Shuura: 42: 51)

Well, now the question arises

Why does Allah, when he wants to talk to humans, have to be "...behind the veil...(Asy Shuura: 42: 
51)?

The answer is in the secret behind the verse: "And We put before them a wall and behind them a wall, 
and We covered them so that they could not see. (Yaasiin: 36: 9)

Now, it is revealed now, where our eyes are blind, because “...in front of...walls and behind...walls, 
and We cover...can't see. (Yaasiin: 36: 9)

Well that means here, because our eyes can only see light in the electromagnetic spectrum area 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So light rays in the electromagnetic spectrum area below 430 nanometers and light in the 
electromagnetic spectrum region above 740 nanometers, are invisible to our eyes.

So "... Allah speaks with him except behind the veil... (Asy Syuura: 42: 51) meaning, "... Allah is the 
light of the sky and the earth... (An Nuur: 24: 35) is invisible to the naked eye. our eyes.

Well, now we continue to unravel the secret behind the verse: "... Allah speaks with him except 
behind the veil... (Asy Syuura: 42: 51)

So, actually Allah is always behind the veil, due to the limited visibility of our eyes.

Our eyes can only see the light of the sun whose light is in the area of the electromagnetic spectrum 
between 430 and 740 nanometers.

So now it is revealed that actually, because we think that Allah is unseen, invisible to the eye, then 
we cannot speak directly.



When in fact, Allah is there and near to us "... I breathed into him my spirit... (Shaad: 38: 72) "... We 
are closer to him than his jugular vein, (Qaaf: 50:16)

So if Allah spoke directly to Prophet Musa "...O Musa, I really chose you...and to talk directly to Me...
(Al A'raaf: 7:144) because Allah already exists".. behind the veil...(Ash Shuura: 42:51) and Allah has 
"...I breathed into him my spirit...(Shaad: 38:72) and Allah is "...closer to him than his jugular vein, 
(Qaaf :50:16)

Finally, the secret was revealed, that actually humans can talk directly to Allah, just as Allah spoke 
directly to the Prophet Musa.
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